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EMERGENT SEMICLASSICAL TIME IN QUANTUM GRAVITY.
II. FULL GEOMETRODYNAMICS AND MINISUPERSPACE EXAMPLES
Edward Anderson
Peterhouse, Cambridge, U.K., CB21RD;
DAMTP, Centre for Mathemetical Sciences, Wilberforce Road, Cambridge, U.K., CB30WA.
Abstract
I apply the preceding paper’s semiclassical treatment to geometrodynamics. The analogy between the two papers is quite
useful at the level of the quadratic constraints, while I document the differences between the two due to the underlying
differences in their linear constraints. I provide a specific minisuperspace example for my emergent semiclassical time
scheme and compare it with the hidden York time scheme. Overall, interesting connections are shown between Newtonian,
Leibniz–Mach–Barbour, WKB and cosmic times, while the Euler and York hidden dilational times are argued to be
somewhat different from these.
PACS numbers 04.60-m, 04.60.Ds
1 Introduction
This Paper is the geometrodynamical sequel of the preceding relational particle model (RPM) paper [1]. It considers emergent
and hidden timefunction approaches to the problem of time in quantum gravity [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
Let the configurations now be fields θΓ(x) (for Γ indexing both field species and the spatial, internal indices of each field),
taken to include the 3-metric hαβ . Let these have kinetic term Tθ =Θ−1 ||◦Bθ||2, taken to be homogeneous quadratic in
their velocities, where Θ|| || is the norm with respect to the undensitized and now generally nondiagonal and configuration-
dependent array ΘΓ∆(x; θΣ(x)]: the configuration space metric. Nor is this now necessarily positive-definite (while I steer
free of it being degenerate or velocity-dependent). See Paper I’s Appendix A for the ◦B symbol, and its footnote 1 for the
rest of the notation in common. The fields’ potential is Vθ ≡ V(x; θΣ(x)] ≡ −Uθ. The action is now
SBSW-type[θΓ, θ˙Γ, B˙α] =
∫
dλ
∫
d3x
√
h
√
UθTθ . (1)
While this relational Baierlein–Sharp–Wheeler [16, 17] type local square root action is not general enough to encompass all
theories [18, 19, 20, 21, 22], it does encompass general relativity (GR)1 (see [16, 23, 18, 24], or Sec I.1) alongside conventional
minimally-coupled fundamental bosonic matter fields [18, 25, 26, 20, 21]. This suffices for the present study (and the extension
which includes sufficient conventional fields of all spins, fermionic as well as bosonic, is straightforward and only slightly more
cumbersome [26]). See [27] for related techniques.
The conjugate momenta are:
ΠΓ(x) ≡ δS
δθ˙Γ
=
√Uθ
Tθ Θ
Γ∆◦Bθ∆ . (2)
Then, working along the same lines as in Sec I.1, the reparametrization invariance which implements the temporal relation-
alism leads to a primary constraint
Quad(x; θΣ,Π
Σ] = Θ||Π||2 +
√
hVθ = 0 . (3)
Moreover, variation with respect to the spatial relationalism implementing 3-diffeomorphism auxiliary vector B gives a
secondary constraint of form −→
LinΓ(x; θΣ] Π
Σ = 0 (4)
(possibly only modulo further matter constraints, as happens when gauge theory matter is considered). With modern
quantum cosmology [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35] and inflation [36, 37, 38, 39] in mind, I specialize the above working
explicitly to the case of the Einstein–MCMSF (minimially-coupled multi-scalar field) system.
I consider a particularly useful H–L split for this in Sec 2. In Sec 3 I consider the Leibniz–Mach–Barbour (LMB) emergent
time notion in GR, T emergent(LMB). In Secs 4–8 I consider the emergent semiclassical time notion in GR, T emergent(WKB)
Again, T emergent(LMB) and T emergent(WKB) are found to be in very close parallel. I extend Paper I’s geometric approach with
its detailed list of, and cross-checks between, approximations to geometrodynamics with MCMSF matter, considering the
equations at the quantum level in Sec 4, the Born–Oppenheimer (BO) ansatz in Sec 5, and the WKB ansatz in Sec 6. For
earlier literature on the semiclassical approach in quantum gravity/cosmology, see [5, 40, 4, 41, 42, 43, 32, 44, 45, 46, 47,
48, 49, 35, 50, 51, 2, 3, 52, 13, 14]. In Sec 7 I consider my iterative scheme of Paper I in this new setting, and update my
answers and discussions as regards the basic (‘B’) and detailed (‘D’) questions in Sec I.1. I provide a specific minisuperspace
example in Sec 8. In Sec 9, I contrast this with the well-known hidden York time [53, 2, 3], which is directly analogous to
the previous paper’s hidden ‘Euler time’. I conclude in Sec 10.
2 A particularly useful H-L split in geometrodynamics
Even for the Einstein-MCMSF system, there are many ways in which one could identify the H’s and L’s among the hαβ
and φΓ′′ . That depends partly on the intended application – explaining classicality today, studying simple features of early
universes, or studying much finer anisotropic and inhomogeneous features of early universe models with the origin of galaxies
or the detailed structure of the CMB in mind. Indeed, some of these applications could involve multiple hierarchies. One
reasonable first choice for a semiclassical study of the universe is to consider gravitation to be associated with the Planck
massMPl, while the scalar fields have mass terms a number of orders of magnitude smaller than this. This may serve to study
simple early-universe features and perhaps to explain late-time classicality, and as a prerequisite for the more ambitious goal
of studying the much finer features that rest on inhomogeneities. A benefit of this choice alongside the choice of minimally-
coupled matter, which is not shared by other choices, is the great simplification through the kinetic metrics then depending
on the H d.o.f.’s alone, in the minimally-coupled case, rendering the advantages of Sec I.5 applicable here.
1GR, moereover, has a restricted meaning here: the geometrodynamics underlied by some fixed, compact without boundary spatial topology.
For discussion and justification of this, see [22].
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Overall, the above choice enables the rewrite
ΘΓ∆(x; θΣ] −→ GΓ∆(HΓ′) = Gαβγδ(hµν)
⊕
ΞΓ′′∆′′(hµν) (5)
for G the DeWitt supermetric of GR, 1√
h
{
hαγhβδ − 12hαβhγδ
}
and Ξ the matching densitization of the minimally-coupled
matter configuration space metric. Thus the Einstein–MCMSF extension of the BSW-type action is
SBSW-type[hαβ , φΓ, h˙αβ , φ˙Γ, B˙α] =
∫
dλ
∫
d3x
√
h
√
{Uh + Uφ + Jhφ} {Th + Tφ} , (6)
where (dropping the double primes from now on)
Th = Th(xµ, hαβ , h˙αβ; B˙α] = M||◦Bh||2 , Mαβγδ =M2Pl c
~
{G−1}αβγδ , (7)
Tφ = Tφ(xµ, φ˙Γ; B˙α] = m||◦Bφ||2 , mΓ∆ going as m2 c
~
{Φ−1}Γ∆ (8)
is the kinetic mass matrix for the scalar fields for Φ−1 a dimensionless mass ratio matrix. m is a ‘representative mass’, so
max
Γ,∆
|mΓ −m∆|
mΓ
= ε∆m , small . (9)
I also assume that
m2/M2Pl = εHL , small . (10)
Thus, overall I assume a sharply-peaked hierarchy.2 Note the MH–M
2
Pl analogy between the 2 papers. Also,
Uh(xµ;hαβ] = MPlc
3
~
{R+ Λ} ≡ R˜+ Λ˜ , (11)
Uφ(φΓ) = −Vφ(φΓ) = −c
3
~
∑
Γ
m2Γ
2
ω2Γφ
2
Γ − V intφ , for ωΓ =
mΓc
2
~
the ‘Einstein–Planck’ frequency , (12)
Jhφ(xµ, hαβ ;φΓ] = −Ihφ(xµ, hαβ ;φΓ] = hαβQΓ∆⌊∂αφΓ⌋∂βφ∆/4 , where Q = m
2c3
~
QΓ∆ , (13)
for QΓ∆ a dimensionless matrix.
The corresponding (redundant) configuration space is Riem ×Φ× B, for Riem the space of spatial 3-metrics on a fixed
topology taken here to be one which is compact and without boundary (and equipped pointwise with the DeWitt supermetric),
Φ is the space of scalar fields (equipped with the constant kinetic and potential metrics Φ, Q), and B is the space of the
auxiliary fields Bα. The geometrodynamical and MCMSF momenta are then,
παβ =
√
Uh + Uφ + Jhφ
Th + Tφ M
αβγδ◦Bhγδ , pΓ =
√
Uh + Uφ + Jhφ
Th + Tφ m
Γ∆◦Bφ∆ , (14)
while the above constraint working produces
Ĥ = M−1 ||πh||2 + m−1 ||pφ||2 −
√
h
c4
16πG
{R+ Λ}+
√
h{Vφ + Ihφ} = 0 (Einstein–MCMSF Hamiltonian constraint) , (15)
−2∇βπαβ + pφΓ∂αφΓ = 0 (Einstein–MCMSF momentum constraint) . (16)
3 Leibniz–Mach–Barbour (LMB) time in geometrodynamics
Sec. 1–2’s formulation for geometrodynamics based on the action (6) or, with reparametrization invariance made explicit,
S[hαβ , φΓ, dBhαβ , dBφΓ,Bα] =
∫ ∫
d3x
√
h
√
{Uh + Uφ + Jhφ}
{
M||dBhαβ(x)||2 + m||dBφΓ||2
}
, (17)
can be interpreted as having an emergent quantity
2How useful are these assumptions? As regards the inflaton field, mφ/MPl = 10
−5 or 10−6 from observations of inhomogeneities on the galactic
scale (see [37] or [38]). On the other hand, multi-scalar field models could well not have a simplifying sharply-peaked mass hierarchy.
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S2
√
Th + Tφ
Uh + Uφ + Jhφ = N(x
µ, h˙αβ , φ˙Γ;hαβ , φΓ] (18)
(up to a constant scale S) in its momentum-velocity relations (14) and in its Euler–Lagrange equations (not provided).
Because it is dimensionally a velocity, I also on occasion denote it by A˙. Furthermore, one can interpret the particular
combination 1N
∂
∂λ which occurs in the abovementioned equations as
∂
∂T emergent(LMB)
for T emergent(LMB)(xµ;hαβ , φΓ] the LMB
time of GR [23]. Then, explicitly, integrating,
T emergent(LMB)(xµ;hαβ , φΓ] = T
emergent(LMB)(0) +
S
2
∫ √
M||dBhαβ(x)||2 + m||dBφΓ||2
Uh + Uφ + Jhφ . (19)
This is a classical time, and is provided by the system itself rather than being an external time. It is a measure of change in
the ‘whole’3 configuration. The T emergent(LMB)(0) term here plays the familiar role of choice of time-origin. N.B. that unlike
for the RPM, the lapse and LMB times of GR are locally defined, i.e. in general vary from spatial point to spatial point.
From now on, the scale choice S = 1 is in use. Then N ≡ N1 is the Arnowitt–Deser–Misner [54] lapse of GR. A˙ ≡ A˙1. ∗ ≡ ∗1
Classical time lemma of GR cosmology Choosing constant C = N amounts to picking the label time to be T emergent(LMB) up
to origin and scale. This choice simplifies equations and is equivalent to the choice of cosmic time, T cosmic.
The first statement is proven in direct analogy with its Paper I counterpart. Moreover, N = 1 is the cosmic time partial
gauge fixing of GR (also known in a wider context as the synchronous partial gauge fixing).
T cosmic is particularly clearly defined and understood in the case of homogeneous cosmologies.
How does T emergent(LMB) fare as regards Sec I.1’s three desirable properties of wavefunctions?
1: globality. As it does not necessarily exist at zeros of the denominator Uh+Uφ+Jhφ, it is not generally globally valid for a
given geometrodynamical motion. Although, there is a significant difference with Paper I in the numerator being indefinite
- there is more scope for the regions on both sides of a zero to have real emergent time. The zeros sometimes correspond
to points at which S goes complex. Indeed the action S =
∫
dλ
∫
d3x
√
h
√{Uh + Uφ + Jhφ}{Th + Tφ} itself may well cease
to make sense at such zeros, through itself becoming complex. These zeros are not now in general ‘halting points’ in the
sense of Pi = 0 there: 0 = Uh + Uφ + Jhφ = T(Pi) by conservation of energy but now T is not positive-definite. But overall,
T emergent(LMB) will not always serve as a global timefunction for geometrodynamical motions. It may sometimes be possible
to redefine the timestandard to move past such zeros, in some cases obtaining a fuller range of real values and in other cases
as an analytic continuation into the complex plane. Complex action, momentum, time correspond to classically forbidden
regions, but these can play a QM role (through being penetrated by decaying wavefunctions). Nor is the synchronous gauge
globally well-lived in general.
2: monotonicity. However, if N exists as a real function for (a given portion of) a given motion, the monotonicity of
T emergent(LMB) is guaranteed thereupon: ∂T emergent(LMB)/∂λ ≥ 0. [Note this is not a λ-dependent statement by ‘cancel-
lation’ – is invariant under the valid reparametizations of λ since these themselves are monotonic.] While existence is not
compromised by sufficiently benign blow-ups in N, i.e . those for which it remains integrable, such a blowup corresponds
to the T emergent(LMB) graph becoming infinite in slope. There may also be frozenness: at points for which the graph is
horizontal, i.e. T = 0 or Uh + Uφ + Jhφ infinite. Both zero and infinite slope may compromise use of T emergent(LMB) itself to
keep track for some ranges of geometrodynamical motion. But at least in some cases, redefined timestandards may permit
the following of motions through such points.
3: operational meaningfulness. The problems with observing T emergent(LMB) itself, or with using more readily observable
approximations to it, would be expected to carry over to the present geometrodynamical case.
Further analysis in the H-L split regime. The expression (19) becomes
T emergent(LMB) − T emergent(LMB)(0) = T emergent(LMB)0 {1 +O (εLH; εV, εI, εT]} (20)
for
T
emergent(LMB)
0 =
1
2c
∫
G−1 ||dBhαβ ||/
√
Λ +R , (21)
and assuming that
|Vφ/Vh| = εV (φ-potential subdominance) , (22)
|Ihφ/Vh| = εI (interaction potential subdominance), (23)
and
|Tφ/Th| = ǫT (φ-kinetic subdominance) (24)
are all small. Evaluating (21) provides an approximate LMB time standard. Critiques of the types raised in I.3.2-3 should
also be heeded here.
3As in Paper I, this totality excludes linear kinetic terms, were fields with such incorporated (which now includes the important example of
Einstein–Dirac theory).
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4 Quantized H-L split geometrodynamics
The following diagram commutes (albeit with operator ordering ambiguities in whichever passage to the last row).
S(θ˙Γ; θΓ, B˙α]
H–L split−→ SBSW-type[h˙αβ , φ˙Γ;hαβ , φΓ, B˙α]
variation, inspection
of momenta ↓ ↓variation, inspectionof momenta( H
Mα
)
(xµ; θΓ,Π
Γ] =
(√
hΛ
0
)
H–L split−→
( H
Mα
)
(xµ;hαβ , φΓ, π
αβ , pΓ] =
(√
hΛ
0
)
position representation quantization
(RΓ,P
Γ) 7→ (bθΓ, bΠΓ) = (θΓ,−i~δθΓ) ↓ ↓
position representation quantization (hαβ , φΓ, pi
αβ , pΓ)
7→ (bhαβ , bφΓ, bpiαβ ,bpΓ) = (hαβ, φΓ,−i~δhαβ ,−i~δφΓ) ĤM̂α
 (xµ; θΓ, δRΓ] = (√hΛ0 ) H–L split−→
 ĤM̂α
 (xµ;hαβ, φΓ, δhαβ, δφΓ] = (√hΛ0 ) . (25)
So, by whichever path, the quantum energy constraint is
ĤΨ = ĤhΨ+ ĤhφΨ =
√
hΛΨ , (26)
for
Ĥhφ ≡ Ĥφ + Ihφ , Ĥh ≡ −~2M−1 ||δh||2 + Vh , Ĥφ ≡ −~2m−1 ||δφ||2 + Vφ . (27)
Moreover, the quantum momentum constraint is
M̂αΨ = M̂hαΨ+ M̂φαΨ = 0 , (28)
for
M̂hα = −2~
i
∇βδhαβ , M̂φα = ~
i
⌊∂αφΓ⌋δφΓ . (29)
I next lay down the standard semiclassical approach ansa¨tze and approximations, alongside objections to using these in as the
present closed universe context. I form ‘less approximate’ equations first, to make it clear which further approximations are
required to go between these and more standard, more approximate forms, and also to keep explicit track of these smallnesses
and any inter-relations between them.
5 The Born–Oppenheimer (BO) type scheme
By this, I mean the BO ansatz for the wavefunction,
Ψ = ψ(hαβ)|ζj(hαβ , ψΓ)〉 , (30)
and the whole package of approximations conventionally made alongside it, only one of which is the direct analogue of the
BO approximation.
The inner product used below is 〈ζ|ζ′〉 = ∫ dL∆ζ∗(hαβ , ψΓ)ζ′(hαβ , ψΓ). In this paper, the covariant derivative is
Dhαβ = δhαβ + iAhαβ , (31)
with conjugate
D∗hαβ = δhαβ − iAhαβ . (32)
The connection therein is the counterpart of Berry’s connection that the MCMSF space induces on Riem,
Aαβ = −i 〈ζj| δhαβ |ζj〉 = −i
∫
dψζ∗n(hαβ , ψ)δh
αβζn(hαβ , ψ) . (33)
All of this assumes a nondegenerate quantum cosmological state.4
The following correspondence permits uplift of the identities (I.46–49) to this paper:
∂H −→ δh , AH −→ Ah , DH −→ Dh , Paper I’s notion of M −→ Paper II’s notion of M . (34)
4If this were not the case, one would have to consider the geometrodynamical counterpart of footnote I.8.
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N.B. using these equations is crucially subject to the configuration space metric depends on the H d.o.f.’s alone, else one is
offset by ordering problems.
The first few equations of this Paper’s formalism for geometrodynamics are:
preliminary
equations
−~2M−1 ||δh||2⌊|ζ〉ψ⌋
+ĥ|ζ〉ψ =
√
hΛ˜|ζ〉ψ −→
−~2 {|ζ〉M−1 ||δh||2ψ + 2M−1(⌊δhψ⌋, δh|ζ〉)+
ψM−1 ||δM−1 ||2|ζ〉
}
+ ĥ|ζ〉ψ =
√
hΛ˜|ζ〉ψ −→
−~2|ζ〉M−1 ||δh||2ψ + ĥ|ζ〉
+2M−1(⌊δhψ⌋, δh|ζ〉) =
√
hΛ˜|ζ〉ψ
↓ ↓
H-equations
−~2〈ζ|M−1 ||δh||2⌊ψ|ζ〉⌋
+Oψ =
√
hΛ˜ψ
(Banks
equation [43])
−~2|ζ〉M−1 ||δh||2ψ +O|ζ〉ψ
+2M−1(⌊δhψ⌋, δh|ζ〉) =
√
hΛ˜|ζ〉ψ
↓ ↑
−~2M−1 ||Dh||2ψ + E +O}ψ =
√
hΛ˜ψ
(H-equation in
Berry form
generalized to Riem)−→
(H-equation in Berry–Simon
geometrical form
generalized to Riem) −~2M−1 ||Dh||2ψ +Oψ =
√
hΛ˜ψ .
(35)
Here, E is the generalization on Riem of the electric term, which is the M-trace of < QαβΓ′∆′ >, which is the generalization
on Riem of Berry’s quantum geometric tensor [55]
< QαβΓ
′∆′ >= Re{〈⌊δhαΓ
′
ζ⌋|{1− Pζ}⌊δhβ∆
′ |ζ⌋〉}ψ , (36)
and Pζ is the projector |ζ〉〈ζ|. O is the ‘hαβ-parameter dependent eigenvalue’ of ĥ ≡ Hhφ + Vφ:
ĥ(hαβ , φΓ, p
Γ)|ψ(hαβ , φΓ)〉 = O(hαβ)|ψ(hαβ , φΓ)〉 . (37)
This is only a consistent procedure if the off-diagonal components of the matrix Ojl = 〈ζj|ĥ|ζl〉 are negligible:
for j 6= l , |Ojl/Ojj| = εBO , small (BO approximation on Riem × matter configuration space) . (38)
The diagram covers all of: the Banks analogue of BO’s scheme modified by cross-term keeping: ABC,5 the Riem analogue
of Berry’s scheme DE (of which e.g. Brout–Venturi’s scheme [48] is the minisuperspace version), and the recovery of Banks’s
scheme from this, FG. The merits of scheme DE as opposed to Banks’ scheme carry over from the corresponding discussion
of Berry’s and BO’s schemes on p. 9 of I.
Banks’s scheme ABC involves, respectively: expanding by (I.46) under correspondence (34), two adiabatic neglects εaw3,
εaw7(cross) small, definingO, premultiplication by 〈ζ|, the acceptability of which is underlied by a diagonal dominance condition
(over the likewise-defined Ojl now built with distinct 〈ζj|, |ζl〉):
for j 6= l , |Ojl/Ojj| = ǫBO , small (BO approximation) , (39)
and finally making use of the normalization of |ζ〉. Berry’s move E is via identity (I.50) under correspondence (34), and
amounts to casting the H-equation in a geometrical form. The context for this is an adiabatic loop in phase space, whence this
scheme is underlied by being in a classically-adiabatic regime (i.e. that classical H-processes are much slower than classical
L-processes),6
Ωh/ωφ = εa (40)
for Ωh and ωφ ‘characteristic frequencies’ of the gravitational and matter subsystems respectively. This amounts to a
comparison of inverse lengths, requiring 1/
√
R (curvature scale) and 1/
√
Λ (cosmological constant scale) to be much larger
than the scalar field inhomogeneity |∂φ| and Compton wavelength. This corresponds to a (unusual) classicality condition at
late times (see [36] for a related discussion). Moves D and E can be encapsulated together as another ‘diagonal dominance’,
for j 6= l , εdBOB = |{Olj + Elj}/{Ojj + Ejj}| , small . (41)
Move F is via considering the quantum correction potential E to be dominated by usuallyO but just as well by M−1 ||δh||2|ζ〉:
neglecting εaw1 and εaw2. Then recovering the BO equation by move G involves neglecting εaw1, εaw2 compensatorily (such
that the whole of FG does not require these two approximations to be made) and also neglecting εaw4 and εaw8. The last 2 of
5This path follows the Born–Fock neglect of what are now known to be connection terms. The argument that it is not necessary to keep these in
minisuperspace quantum cosmology with 1 H d.o.f. so that loops aren’t possible in the H-subconfiguration space is overriden by the considerations
D4 that relative phase connection terms are appropriate, as relative phase does not require a loop to build up over.
6As most of the potentially small quantities have direct analogues in Paper I, I refer the reader to Sec I.2–6 for the meaning of the majority of
the present paper’s suffix notation for small quantities.
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these are in close correspondence with the terms neglected in move B. However, arriving at Banks equation via the long path
again requires more work, reflecting that making BO’s adiabatic assumptions and forming H-equations are non-commuting
procedures.
L-equations One considers next equations of the form {Preliminary equation} − {H-equation}|ζ〉, which are prima facie
fluctuation equations. From the top LHS version of preliminary equation in (35) and the Berry version of the H-equation,
this takes the form
1
~2
ĥ = M−1 ||δh||2⌊ψ|ζ〉⌋ −
{
M−1 ||Dh||2⌊ψ⌋+ 〈M−1 ||D∗h||2⌊ψ⌋〉
} |ζ〉 . (42)
Alternatively, rearranging by (I.53) under correspondence (34), this takes the form
{
1
~2
ĥ− M−1 ||D∗h||2
}
|ζ〉 = 2
ψM
−1(⌊Dhψ⌋,D∗h|ζ〉)
(generalization of Brout–Venturi’s [48]
minisuperspace fluctuation equation) . (43)
The quantum cosmological point about the cross-term-possessing L-equations however [42, 43, 32], is that, as covered in
Sec 7, such a fluctuation equation can be rearranged to form a time-dependent wave equation (TDWE) for the L-subsystem,
with respect to an (approximate) time induced by the H-subsystem. The kind of cross-term on the RHS is crucial for this
quantum cosmological scheme; note that this is entirely thrown away in the standard BO approach to QM.
The expanded L-equation
1
~2

−~2 m−1 ||δφ||2
+~2〈m−1 ||δφ||2〉
−R˜
+〈R˜〉
+Vφ
−〈Vφ〉
+Ihφ
−〈Ihφ〉
 |ζ〉 −
 M−1 ||δh||
2
−〈 M−1 ||δh||2〉
−2iM−1(Ah, δh)
+2i〈M−1(Ah, δh)〉
−iM−1(⌊δh,Ah⌋)
+〈iM−1(⌊δh,Ah⌋)〉
−M−1 ||Ah||2
+〈M−1 ||Ah||2〉
 |ζ〉
=
2
ψ
{
M−1(⌊δhψ⌋, δh|ζ〉) + M−1 ||Ah||2ψ|ζ〉+ iM−1(Ah, ψδh|ζ〉 − |ζ〉δhψ)
}
(44)
is useful for the below discussion of approximations. Again, the second, sixth and seventh columns of the LHS cancel out
because the weightings of 〈 | | 〉 are functionals of the metric alone and hence can be pulled outside the functional integrals
over ψ. [On the other hand, the corresponding expanding out of the generalized Berry H-equation merely involves applying
(I.47) under the correspondence (34) to it, so I do not provide it.]
Corresponding momentum constraint equations. The above scheme serves for minisuperspace models, but beyond these one
has to handle also the momentum constraint. One natural approach to the momentum constraint is to treat it in parallel
with how the Hamiltonian constraint is treated.7 The analogue of the above ‘cycle’ is then:
preliminary momentum constraint equations{−2~i∇αδhαβ
+~i ⌊∂βφΓ⌋δφΓ
}
ψ|ζ〉 = 0 Step A−→
−2~i
{
ψ∇αδhαβ |ζ〉+ ⌊∇αψ⌋δhαβ |ζ〉+ ⌊∇α|ζ〉⌋δhαβψ +
|ζ〉∇αδhαβψ
}
+ ~i ⌊∂βφΓ⌋ψδφΓ|ζ〉 = 0
Step B−→
−2~i ψ∇αδhαβ |ζ〉
+~i ⌊∂βφΓ⌋ψδφΓ|ζ〉 = 0
Step D ↓ Step C ↓
momentum constraint H-equations
~
i
{−2〈ζ|∇αδhαβψ|ζ〉+ 〈ζ|⌊∂βφΓ⌋δφΓψ|ζ〉} = 0 Step F−→ −2
~
i 〈ζ|ψ∇αδhαβ |ζ〉
+~i 〈ζ|⌊∂βφΓ⌋ψδφΓ|ζ〉 = 0 . (45)
Note that the last term is 〈Mβφ〉ψ.
By passage from the preliminary equations (line 1) to the H-equations, what is meant is
1) define
Mjl = 〈ζj|M̂|ζl〉 . (46)
2) Premultiply the preliminary equation by 〈ζ|, the acceptability of which is underlied by the diagonal dominance
for j 6= l , |Mjl/Mjj| = εd(mom) , small . (47)
3) Make use of the normalization of |ζ〉. Also, both paths involve 3 adiabatic neglects analogous in pairs between the 2 paths,
so this diagram commutes in the same sense that its ZAM counterpart does. While some kinds of cross-term arise, these are
not of the same kind as crucial chroniferous one obtained from the quadratic constraint, similarly to what occurs with the
ZAM constraint, the momentum constraint does not give rise to another TDWE but rather provides a piece to the quadratic
7Another way would be to try to solve these classically, substitute them into the quadratic constraint at the classical level and then only have
a quadratic constraint to deal with – a superspace quantization type scheme [56] with a 1- (rather than 4-)component many-fingered time.
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constraint TDWE. Where the treatment of the momentum constraint does present a problem absent from the treatment
of the simpler ZAM constraint is that the constraint’s differential operator obstructs the δhψ + ψ〈ζ|δh|ζ〉 = Dhψ grouping,
preventing one from attaining at least straightforwardly a Berry-like geometrization away from minisuperspace. Thus Berry’s
manifestly geometrical scheme requires a subtle generalization if it is to apply to general contrained field theories.
Momentum constraint fluctuation L-equation.
Mhβ |ζ〉+Mφβ |ζ〉 = 0 (48)
for
Mhβ = ~
i
{
ψ∇αδhαβ + ⌊∇αψ⌋δhαβ + δhαβψ⌊∇α⌋
}
. (49)
This is easy to strip down, by (32). Finally, note that the BO type working’s L-equation reads simply
Mφβ|ζ〉 = 0 , (50)
which amounts to a lack of geometry–matter interaction.
Approximations I next list and characterize the subsequent plethora of approximations, many of which are made in the
semiclassical quantum cosmology literature. One should interconvert by φ −→ ψ, χ −→ ζ, F −→ F and (34). Consult
the previous paper for a more of the notation and significance for those potentially small quantities which have have direct
analogues there, while, I now use ‘mom’ for terms orginating in the momentum constraint.
I maintain the policy of intending to build from primitives, albeit this cannot be completed yet in this Section. Fairly
primitive quantities that occur in the various equations and might be considered to be small/negligible are∣∣A2h/δφ2|ζ〉∣∣ = εap1 , ∣∣δh2|ζ〉/δφ2|ζ〉∣∣ = εap3 , |〈δh2〉|ζ〉/δφ2|ζ〉| = εap4 ,∣∣A2h/〈δφ2〉∣∣ = εap′1 , ∣∣m−1 |||δhζ〉||2/〈δφ2〉∣∣ = εap′2 , |Ahδh|ζ〉/δφ2|ζ〉| = εap5 , |〈Ahδh〉|ζ〉/δφ2|ζ〉| = εap6 ,∣∣⌊δhψ⌋δh|ζ〉/δφ2|ζ〉∣∣ = εam7(cross) , ∣∣Ahδh|ζ〉/|δφ2ζ〉∣∣ = ∣∣〈ζ|⌊δh|ζ⌋〉δhψ/δφ2|ζ〉∣∣ = εam8(cross) , (51)∣∣〈Vφ〉/~2δφ2|ζ〉∣∣ = εL1 , ∣∣〈Ihφ〉/~2δφ2|ζ〉∣∣ = εL2 , ∣∣〈δ2φ〉/~2δφ2|ζ〉∣∣ = εL3 . (52)
Also, there are 9 quantities arising from the momentum constaint: 3 along the top path, with 〈ζ| times numerator versions
of each of these along the bottom path and 3 averaged terms with no lead term to compare to from the L-equation. These
quantities have some features of the proto-WKB type, but are additionally intermixed with conditions involving spatial
derivatives of the wavefunction ansatz’s pieces.
| ||Ah||2/δh2ψ| = εaw1 , |m−1 ||δhζ||2/δh2ψ| = εaw2 , |δh2|ζ〉/δh2ψ| = εaw3 , |⌊δhψ⌋δh|ζ〉/δh2ψ| = εaw4 ,∣∣⌊δhψ⌋δh|ζ〉/δh2|ζ〉∣∣ = εaw7(cross) , ∣∣Ahδh|ζ〉/δh2|ζ〉∣∣ = ∣∣〈ζ|⌊δh|ζ⌋〉δhψ/δh2|ζ〉∣∣ = εaw8(cross) . (53)
As regards what happened to the abovementioned diagonal terms, εdBO and εdAM are not per se adiabatic and are kept as
primitives. To relate to the previously mentioned quantity εdBOB to primitives in use above, I expand its definition (assuming
the BO term εBO is largest therein): εdBOB = {εdBO + εdBOB′′}{1 + O{εdBOB′} for εdBOB′ = Ejj/Ojj and εdBOB′′ = Elj/Olj.
It is from expanding these out from the definitions of E and O that εp1′ , εp2′ , εp′2′ and εp′2′ arise, alongside mass factors.
Overall, εdBOB = εdBO+ εHL{εap′1′ + εap′1′}+ εdBOεHL{εap′1+ εap′2}+ εHL{εap′1′ + εap′1′}O(ε∆M, ε∆m)+ ..., though exactly
what is kept in the expansions depends on the relative sizes of the various ‘small ε quantities’
Finally, the table of properties in Paper I passes over to this Paper by swapping the ZAM entry for the corresponding
mom entry. Each ε that has a corresponding ǫ at the end of Sec I.5 shares its properties as listed there.
6 The WKB procedure
I take this to consist of the subsequent H-wavefunction ansatz
ψ = exp
(
iM2PlF (hαβ) /~
)
and some habitually-associated approximations.
Then the bottom right-hand corner H-equation in (35) expanded by (I.47) under correspondence (34) becomes
~
c
{
M2PlM−1 ||δhF||2 − i~M−1 ||δh||2F + 2~G(Ah, δhF)−
~
2
M2Pl
G(δh,Ah) + ~
2
M2Pl
G ||Ah||2
}
+ E(MPl) +O(MPl) = c
3M2Pl
~
√
hΛ ,
(54)
Moreover, the L-equation (43) becomes
7
{
1
~2
ĥ(MPl) + R̂(MPl)
}
|ζ〉 = 2iM
2
Pl
c~
{G(⌊δhF⌋, δh)|ζ〉 − iG(⌊δhF⌋,Ah)|ζ〉} , (55)
which is arranged so that the RHS exclusively and exhaustively isolates the cross-terms, all other types of correction terms
being bundled into the LHS’s ‘remainder operator’
R̂ =
~
cM2Pl
{
iG(Ah, δh)− 2i〈G(Ah, δh)〉 − G ||Ah||2 − G ||δh||2
}
. (56)
Corresponding WKB momentum constraint equations. In the case of spatially-nontrivial geometrodyamics, there is also a
momentum H-equation,
−2
{
〈ζ|∇αδhαβ |ζ〉+ iM
2
Pl
~
⌊∇αF⌋〈ζ|δhαβ |ζ〉+ iM
2
Pl
~
〈ζ|⌊∇α|ζ⌋〉δhαβF + iM
2
Pl
~
∇αδhαβF − M
4
Pl
~2
⌊∇αF⌋δhαβF
}
+〈ζ|⌊∂βφΓ⌋δφΓ|ζ〉 = 0 . (57)
Moreover, the momentum L-equation has its previous form (48), but now with
Mhβ = −2~
i
{
∇αδhαβ + iMPl
~
⌊∇αF⌋δhαβ |ζ〉+ iMPl
~
⌊δhαβF⌋∇α
}
. (58)
Approximations. Upon adopting the WKB ansatz, the p and L criteria remain as in Sec 5, while that £ and w criteria are
modified by the adoption of the WKB ansatz. One now has F -change rather than ψ-change with respect to H, alongside some
power of MPl/~ which ensure that one continues to talk about dimensionless ratios. Again, I call the resulting quantities ‘g’
and ‘W’. There continues to be a relation between these various quantities: εg/εw = εp. The ‘WKB approximation’ is that
the F is slowly varying with respect to hαβ . This amounts to the following string of approximations. Firstly, there is the
typical WKB assumption that ∣∣∣∣ ~δh2FM2Pl|δhF|2
∣∣∣∣ = εWKB , small , (59)
which is an approximation type lying outside the p, W, g classification.8 That estabished, while the δh
2ψ denominator of Sec
5 becomes both
M2Pl
~
δh
2F and M4Pl
~2
|δhF|2 in this Section, it is the latter which dominates and thus replaces δh2ψ in passing
from Sec 5’s approximations to this Section’s. Thus we obtain the small quantities∣∣∣∣ ~M2Pl 〈ζ|δhζ〉δhF
∣∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣∣ ~M2Pl AhδhF
∣∣∣∣2 = εaw1 , ∣∣∣∣ ~2M4Pl 〈⌊δhζ⌋|δhζ〉|δhF|2
∣∣∣∣ = εaw2 , ∣∣∣∣ ~2M4Pl δh
2|ζ〉
|δhF|2
∣∣∣∣ = εaw3 , ∣∣∣∣ ~2M4Pl 〈ζ|δh
2|ζ〉
|δhF|2
∣∣∣∣ = εaw4 ,∣∣∣∣ ~M2Pl δh|ζ〉δhF|δhF|2
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣ ~M2Pl δh|ζ〉δhF
∣∣∣∣ = εaw7(cross) , ∣∣∣∣ ~M2Pl 〈ζ|δh|ζ〉δhF|δhF|2
∣∣∣∣ = εaw8(cross) . (60)
Unlike in RPM, no linear constraint originating approximations are lost in passing to WKB regime. One has:∣∣∣∣∣ ~2〈ζ|∇αδhαβ |ζ〉M4Pl⌊∇αF⌋δhαβF
∣∣∣∣∣ = εaw(mom)1 ,
∣∣∣∣∣~⌊∇αF⌋〈ζ|δhαβ |ζ〉M2Pl⌊∇αF⌋δhαβF
∣∣∣∣∣ = εaw(mom)2 ,
∣∣∣∣∣~⌊δhαβF⌋〈ζ|∇α|ζ〉M4Pl⌊∇αF⌋δhαβF
∣∣∣∣∣ = εaw(mom)3 . (61)
There are also versions of the last 3 above built with a partly-averaged numerator, from consideration of the L-equation.
Mixed terms slightly change in form from the previous Section. I denote these now by ‘M’. They are∣∣∣∣16π~c ⌊δhF⌋|δh|ζ〉δφ2|ζ〉
∣∣∣∣ = εaM7(cross) , ∣∣∣∣16π~c ⌊δhF⌋〈ζ|δh|ζ〉δφ2|ζ〉
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣16π~c ⌊δhF⌋Ahδφ2|ζ〉
∣∣∣∣ = εaM8(cross) . (62)
The handling of O and E is as before.
Thus, the small quantities one has to contemplate at this stage are εHL, εT, εV, εI, ε∆m, εA, εWKB, 9 εap quantities, 2 εam
quantities, 4 εaW quantities, 3 εL quantities, εdBO and the 9 from the momentum constraint. The W’s and M’s carry their w
or m precursor’s H/L, connection, full-path and cross-term statuses. The previous Section’s table is then modified by these
two relabellings. Next note that not all of these remaining ε’s are independent. This is clear from the (slight modification of
the) tabulation, which reveals what excess of shared numerators and denominators there are. This affects how one can set
up a full independent set of primitive quantities in terms of which all remaining quantities can be expressed. I choose to use
the very cleanly adiabatic quantity
|dh/dφ| = εa1 (63)
8If εWKB is insufficiently small, ε2WKB terms from the second order WKB approximation become relevant, see e.g. [47].
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as a primitive. Then εT is a derived quantity, εT = εHL/ε
2
a1. [(24) is readily rearrangeable to exhibit a mφ/MPl factor]. I also
choose to use εaw3 as a primitive, regardless of which path is under consideration. Then one has the following dependencies.
εap′2 = εaw2
εaw3
εap3
, εaw1 = εap1
εaw3
εap3
, εaw4 = εap4
εaw3
εap3
, εaw7(cross) = εaM7(cross)
εaw3
εap3
, εaw8(cross) = εaM8(cross)
εaw3
εap3
. (64)
The below-useful εpert = Ihφ/Vφ (relating to whether the H–L interaction can be treated as a perturbation as regards the
L-subsystem) is another dependent quantity, being εI/εV.
This leaves then as a full set of primitives εHL, ε∆M, ε∆m, εa, εa1, εV, εI, εWKB, εdBO, 8 of the 9 εap (all bar εap′2), the 3
εL the 2 εaM(cross), εaw2, and εdmom and whichever alternative path’s 6 from the momentum constraint. That’s 24 from the
quadratic constraint - in direct analogy with paper I - and 7 from the momentum constraint, so 31 in total for nontrivial
geometrodynamical theories.
7 A suggested interpretation of the H- and L-equations
I consider H- and L-equations for geometrodynamics along the lines of Sec I.7.
Step 1: Approximate Hamilton–Jacobi H-equation. The coarsest approximation for the H-equation as a provider of an ap-
proximate time standard for the L-equation is obtained by regarding εdBO, εa, εHL, εap′1′ , εap′2′ , εaW4, εaW8 as small, and also
assuming that the averaged counterparts of εHL/ε
2
a1, εV, εI are small so that
O = 〈ĥ〉 = 〈Hhφ +
√
h{R˜+ Λ˜}〉 = 〈Hhφ〉+
√
h{R˜+ Λ˜} = 〈−~2Φ||∂φ||2 +
√
h{Vφ + Ihφ}〉+
√
h{R˜+ Λ˜} (65)
reduces to
√
h{R˜+ Λ˜}. One thus obtains the H-background GR Hamilton–Jacobi (HJ) equation (see [40, 4])
~
cM2Pl
G ||δhW||2 = c
3M2Pl
~
√
h{Λ +R} . (66)
The tractability in practice of this problem improves considerably if there is only one H d.o.f. This is e.g. the case in the
common cosmological setting in which the scale factor greatly dominates the dynamics. Formally, at least,
W(hαβ) = M
2
Plc
2
~
∫ hαβ √
h G−1 ||dBh′αβ ||
√
Λ +R(h′αβ) . (67)
If this is evaluable, one should check at this stage that εW is indeed small.
Step 2: underlying implicit import of emergent time.
∂W0
∂hαβ
≡ παβ = M
2
Plc
~
1
2N
Gαβγδ◦Bhγδ = M2Plc
2~
Gαβγδ
{
∂hαβ
∂T emergent(WKB: L)
− 1
N
£B˙hγδ
}
, (68)
by how momentum is defined in HJ theory, the momentum–velocity relation and (I.172).
Step 3: passing to a ‘TDSE’ for the L-system.
~
cM2Pl
2i~
∫
d3x
√
hG(δhW ,D∗h|ζ〉) =
∫
d3x
√
hi~
1
N
Gαβγδ
{
∂hγδ
∂λ
−£B˙hγδ
}
GαβµνD∗µνh |ζ〉
=
∫
d3x
√
hi~
1
N
idαβγδ
{
∂hγδ
∂λ
− £Bhγδ
}
D∗γδh |ζ〉 =
∫
d3x
√
hi~
1
N
idαβγδ
{
∂hγδ
∂λ
D˜∗T|ζ〉
Dhγδ +
∂Bγ
∂λ
2∇δ D˜
∗
h|ζ〉
Dhγδ
}
=
{
i~
D˜∗T|ζ〉
DT emergent(WKB: L) − i~
D˜∗φ|ζ〉
DT emergent(WKB: L) −
∫
d3x
∂Bγ
∂T emergent(WKB: L)
{
{M̂φ}γ + 2〈⌊∇γζ⌋|π̂γδ|ζ〉 + π̂γδ ∂γN
N
|ζ〉
}}
×{1 +O(εHL; εT, εV, εI]} . (69)
Other than already-displayed definitions, this working uses integration by parts in the fourth move, and the new definitions
D˜T
∗
Df =
∂
∂f
− iA˜T , D˜φ
∗
Dλ =
(
∂φ
∂λ
, δφ
)
− iA˜φ for A˜T = −i
〈
ζ
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂λ
∣∣∣∣ ζ〉 , A˜φ = −i〈ζ ∣∣∣∣(∂φ∂λ , δφ)
∣∣∣∣ ζ〉 (70)
(which are dynamical connections as opposed to Berry ones). Also, the functional dependence in (69) arises from N depending
on L-variables and hence one not being able to carry this exactly through 〈 | | 〉, which is resolved by expanding.
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This gives more correction terms that involve comparing various φ-derivatives of the wavefunction of the universe, which
had not been noted before,
|A˜T|ζ〉/δφ2|ζ〉| = εL4 , |φ˙δφ|ζ〉/δφ2|ζ〉| = εL5 , |A˜φ|ζ〉/δφ2|ζ〉| = εL6 . (71)
The chain rule term is small if the classical adiabaticity A1 dominates over the quantum adiabatic ap3 term. From this and
εT small, get the suggestive rank εHL << ε
2
a1 << εa1 << εap3. i.e. mass hierarchy outstripping some kinds of adiabaticity,
and adiabatic conditions varying in size.
Thus, one obtains a ‘TDSE’
i~
∂|ζ〉
∂T emergent(WKB: L)
=
∫ √
h
{
Ĥφ + Îhφ
}
|ζ〉+ R̂|ζ〉+
∫
∂Bγ
∂T emergent(WKB-LMB)
{
{M̂φ}γ + Ŝγ
}
|ζ〉 (72)
for
R̂′(MPl) = i~
{ D∗φ
DT emergent(WKB: L) + i
〈
ζ
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂T emergent(WKB: L)
∣∣∣∣ ζ〉}+ ~2 ∫ d3x√hR̂(MPl) (73)
up to A˙, 〈 | | 〉 exchange and
Ŝγ = −2
{
〈⌊∇δζ⌋|π̂γδ|ζ〉+ π̂γδ ∂δN
N
}
. (74)
This term is ‘extra trouble’ from the ∇ not commuting with the overline or the N. The latter causes the second, foliation-
dependent term to appear at a detailed enough level.
However, this again leads to two objections. 1: there are further ∂/∂T emergent(WKB: L) terms in the R̂′ (which are small
if εW3, εW4 are) so that the equation is not in general a TDSE. 2: It is not even satisfactory as a φ-equation because the R̂
contains hαβ-derivatives (these are small if εL4, εL5, εL6 are).
(72) can also be recast in a Tomonaga–Schwinger-like form. [It can be approximately recast as such, up to A˙, 〈 | | 〉
exchange, but this can be avoided by premultiplying by A˙ at the start of a rework of calculation (69).]
i~
∂|ζ〉
∂λ
=
{
∂A
∂λ
{
Ĥφ + Îhφ
}
+ R̂′′ +
∂Bγ
∂λ
{M̂φ}γ + ŝγ
}
|ζ〉 (75)
for
R̂′′ = i~
{
D∗L
Dλ
−
〈
ζ
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂λ
∣∣∣∣ ζ〉}+ ~2 ∂A∂λ R̂ , ŝγ = −2〈⌊∇δζ⌋|π̂γδ|ζ〉 . (76)
This procedure removes the most unfortunate of the previous equation’s new correction terms. Also note upon integrating
that this equation’s λ’s can be considered to ‘cancel out’, thus giving a temporally relational form.
Various forms of proposed approximate L-equations. In the φ-equation, it is customary to neglect or miss out the terms in R̂′′
and ŝ, (amounting to εap1, εap3, εap4, εap5, εap6 small - a combination of connection term neglect and the typical disregard for
double derivatives in calculations based on the WKB ansatz. Moreover, the lead chroniferous cross-term has to be regarded
as non-negligible for the timestandard in use to emerge. Also, some terms which prevent the wavefunction from separating
into h and φ parts need be kept, else, having already separated out as much h as one can in Sec 5, |ζ〉 would not depend on
hαβ , so a zero factor would be contained in the term which is to become i~
∂|ζ〉
∂Temergent(WKB: L)
. There is more scope for this
in this Paper than in Paper I, due to nontrivial kinetic coupling options. Sometimes furthermore dropping the fluctuation
terms (wiping out the overbars) is alluded to in the literature.
Step 4: explicit emergent time estimate from H-equation. I now begin my suggestion of how to extend the abovedescribed
standard working in the case of geometrodynamics. (68) in (66) gives, upon integrating,
T emergent(WKB: H) − T emergent(WKB: H)(0) = 1
2c
∫
G−1 ||dhαβ ||/
√
Λ +R{1 +O(ǫHL; εT, εV, εI]} ≡ J(hαβ) . (77)
One can in principle evaluate this to obtain an estimate
T
emergent(WKB: H)
0 = T
emergent(WKB: H)
0 (hαβ) (78)
under the approximations εT, εV and εI small. It is a function of the hαβ.
Step 5: inversion of estimate, giving a L-TDSE that is H-free. Then, In the case of 1 H d.o.f. (appropriate both as regards
M2Planck >> m
2
inflaton and the scale factor being far more significant than anisotropies or inhomogeneities in observationally
viable cosmological models), one can in principle invert (78) at least on some intervals of the geometrodynamical motion:
a = a(T
emergent(WKB: H)
0 ) . (79)
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Quite a general setting for this9 is encapsulated by the Wheeler–DeWitt equation (WDE)
~
2
{
∂a
2 − Φˇ−1(a)||∂φ||2
}
|Ψ〉+ {Vˇa + Yˇaφ} , (80)
where the checks denote unit absorption alongside division by the original a-dependent coefficient of ∂a
2 and Yˇaφ is the now
in general wholly a-dependent Vˇφ + Iˇaφ. Thus one can formally eliminate the scalefactor a in favour of T emergent(WKB: H)0
in the L-TDSE, allowing one to study it/approximations to it that are nevertheless coupled to the metric subsystem as
T
emergent(WKB: H)
0 -dependent perturbations of TDSE’s. Now, D˜∗φ|ζ〉/DT emergent(WKB: H) drops out as T emergent(WKB: H)0 is
independent of φ, and other derivatives can be recast as T-derivatives. There are then in general both first and second
time derivatives in the φ-equation. Thus the previous paper’s observations about KG like behaviour and yet more general
behaviour carry over to this paper too.
Explicitly, after BO and WKB ansa¨tze, the H-equation is
−{∂aF}2 + i~∂a2F + 2i~⌊∂aF⌋〈ζ|∂a|ζ〉+ ~2〈ζ|{∂a2 − Φˇ−1(a)||∂φ||2}|ζ〉+ Vˇa + 〈ζ|Yˇaφ|ζ〉 (81)
and the L-equation is
{1− Pζ}
{
2i~⌊∂aF⌋∂a + ~2〈ζ|{∂a2 − Φˇ−1(a)||∂φ||2}++Yˇaφ
}
|ζ〉 . (82)
Then the approximate H-equation is solved by F =W0 =
∫ a√Vˇa(a′)da′. Use also that g(a)da/dT em = pa = dW0/da =√Vˇa
and then
∂a =
dT em
da
d
dT em
=
g(a(T em))√
Vˇ(a(T em))}
d
dT em
, (83)
∂a
2 =
g2(a(T em))√
Vˇ(a(T em)
d2
dT em2
+
{
g(a(T em)
Vˇ(a(T em)
dg(a(T em)
dT em
− g
2(a(T em)
2Vˇ2(a(T em)
dVˇ(a(T em)
dT em
}
d
dT em
, (84)
so as to obtain a φ-equation in the form
{1− Pζ}
{{
i~+
~
2g(a(T em))
Vˇ2(a(T em))
{
dg(a(T em))
dT em
Vˇ(a(T em))− g(a(T
em))
2
dVˇ(a(T em))
dT em
}}
d
dT em
+
~
2g2(a(T em))
Vˇ(a(T em))
d2
dT em2
− ~2Φˇ−1(a(Tem))||∂φ||2 + Yˇaφ
}
|ζ〉 = 0 . (85)
Also note that T emergent(LMB:L) and T emergent(WKB:L) are the same by comparing the above and (20, 21), so, collecting
up the emergent time results in answer to B4, I can again form a
Classical-semiclassical time lemma.
T emergent(LMB:L) = T emergent(WKB: L) =
{
T emergent(WKB: H) = T emergent(LMB:H)
}
+O(ǫHL; ǫT, ǫV, ǫI].
Geometrodynamics and the problems with the WKB procedure (B2). As regards the previous paper’s idea of using the na¨ıve
Schro¨dinger interpretation to test B2), in the geometrodynamical context this becomes the Hawking–Page technique [57, 58]
of computing timeless relative probabilities. One could carry this out e.g. with the Gibbons–Hawking–Stewart [59] measure
so as to investigate how probable inflation is within model classes. Inflation itself being defined by inequalities/regimes (sign
of second derivative, slow roll condition), my suggestion amounts to proceeding likewise to investigate how probable is a
semiclassical universe (which is also defined by inequalities/regimes, albeit more complicatedly, as delineated in this paper).
However, Hawking and Page [58] (see also [60]) have pointed out severe limitations with this technique – if something and its
complement are both infinite, then one cannot meaningfully talk even of their relative probabilities. Though, it could be that
in some contexts semiclassicality is sufficiently ubiquitous or rare to produce a definite answer, or that the technique could
be modified to incorporate practical limitations on observability [61]. The ‘weave states’ and ‘jump states’ in loop quantum
gravity might be such a context. The more meagre idea of using semiclassicality as a future boundary condition has also
appeared in the loop quantum cosmology literature [62].
An additional possibility as regards B2) at the level of theories of gravity is that a more fundamental theory could
cause cutoffs which justify the semiclassical approximation. On the other hand, use of semiclassicality could cut one off
from the Planck scale and problem of time issues thereat [3]. This would prevent their investigation), but might be able to
supply protective guarantees in certain theoretical frameworks as regards sensible low energy physics. That oscillatory WKB
solutions are well capable of existing only in certain regions is illustrated by figs 5 and 9 of [33] for single scalar field isotropic
9This covers some field redefinitions of some nonminimal couplings as well as minimal coupling, different gauge choices, closed, open and flat
choices, but neither other presentations of other nonminimally coupled fields nor QM operator ordering ambiguities.
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quantum cosmologies with various potentials, while [52] has an example for which the WKB regime does not hold for large,
late-time universes.
Compilation of various proposed approximations There are many approximations in the semiclassical approach to geometro-
dynamics. Many are similar to those in the RPM, but there are a few extra ones and a few differences due to the different
natures of the ZAM and momentum constraints. Again, that complicates testing the applicability of the WKB regime.
More on D1, D2 and B3. The need for back-reaction and all the features of back-reaction are quadratic constraint issues
which carry straight over from the toy situation of Paper I. It is evident from considerations below that geometrodynamics
presents more options than the RPM in this respect, e.g. kinetic coupling. The full system is of the form
i~ < ∂/∂T emergent(WKB: L) >= ||∂hW||2 +R+ Λ+ corrections , (86)
i~∂/∂T emergent(WKB: L)|ζ > −i~ < ∂/∂T emergent(WKB: L) > |ζ >= Ĥeffective(φ-physics)|ζ > . (87)
Some back-reaction is attainable by considering e.g. the habitual
M2PlG ||δhW||2 = Λ +R− 〈Hhφ〉 (88)
or Datta’s
M2PlG ||δhW||2 = Λ+R− E . (89)
Various even fuller schemes can be assembled by retaining both of the above corrections and/or retaining connection terms
that correct the ∂h’s.
An alternative is the iterative scheme proposed in Paper I. Once the L-equation has been approximately solved, use the
approximate HJ H-equation to cancel O order terms off and, assuming the new double derivative is negligible, one gets an
HJ equation for the correction:
{W1,a}2 + 2κ(a)W1,H +κ2(a) = 0 , (90)
for
κ(a) =
√
Vˇ − i~〈ζ|∂a|ζ〉 , (91)
κ
2(a) = − i~
2
√
Vˇ(a)
dVˇ(a)
da
− 2i~
√
Vˇ(a)〈ζ|∂a|ζ〉 + ~2〈ζ|
{
Φˇ(a)||∂φ||2 − ∂2a
}
|ζ〉 − 〈ζ|Yaφ|ζ〉 . (92)
So, looking at the sign choice consistent with earlier workings,
W1 = −κ+
√
κ2 −κ2 . (93)
Correspondingly,
T em1 − T em1 (0) =
∫ a g(a′)da′√
Vˇ(a′)− κ(a′) +
√
κ2(a′)−κ2(a′)
. (94)
Continuing the working requires explicit solution of the L-equation. Then everything above is a known quantity so it is
an explicit H-equation. Now the κ absorbs the d|ζ〉/dT em term. Both κ and κ contain back-reaction contributions. For
estimates of which quantities are indeed small, see the specific example below, and future papers.
Paper I’s qualitative and quantitative points as regards D2 carry over to geometrodynamics, which has additional issues as
regards the momentum constraint being different and more complicated than Paper I’s ZAM constraint. As regards answering
B3, a contextual upgrade is required: one needs to identify what plays the role of ‘free particles’ for the recovery of reality in
the relativistic cosmological setting. Such as the microwave background photon bath would serve for this purpose, mediating
ordinary L-transitions and nullifying energy gap incompatibilities between the expansion mode and the local matter d.o.f.
modes.
8 Specific Minisuperspace Example
Consider a single metric H-coordinate variable a (scale-factor)
Ta = −aa˙2 , Va = a{1−H2a2} , (95)
for H2 = Λ, positive, and a single minimally-coupled scalar field matter L-coordinate variable φ
Tφ = a3φ˙2 , Vφ = V(φ) . (96)
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These are kinetically-coupled (but that’s equivalent to a potential coupling in a multiplied-up equation). The Hamiltonian
constraint is then
H ≡ − ~
cM2Pl
π2a
a
+
π2φ
a3
+ a{1 + a2{V(φ)− H˜2}} = 0 , (97)
which, upon quantizing as described in Sec 3 (corresponding to quantizing in a cosmic time gauge from ADM perspective),
gives the WDE
~
3
cM2Pl
∂a
2|Ψ〉
a
− ~2 ∂φ
2|Ψ〉
a3
++a{1 + a2{V(φ)− H˜2}}|Ψ〉 = 0 . (98)
Then, after applying the BO ansatz, step ADE of Sec 4, and the WKB ansatz, the H-equation is
~
3
cM2Pl
{
−{F,a}
2
a
+
i
a
F,aa + 2i
a
F,a〈ζ|∂a|ζ〉
}
+
~
3
a3
〈ζ|∂φ2|ζ〉 − a+ a3{H2 − 〈ζ|V|ζ〉} = 0 (99)
and the L-equation is
{1− Pζ}
{
~
3
cM2Pl
{
2iF,a∂a + ∂a 2
a
}
− ~
2∂φ
2
a3
− a3V(φ)
}
|ζ〉 = 0 . (100)
Adopt the ‘coarsest scheme’ for the H-equation:
− ~
3
cM2Pl
{F0,a}2
a
+
c3M2Pl
~
a{a2H2 − a} = 0 . (101)
This is a HJ equation, justifying the relabelling F0 −→W0. It is formally solved by
W±0 = ±
c2M2Pl
~2
∫
da a
√
H2a2 − 1 , (102)
which is capable of being both real and imaginary. I choose the – sign version for discussion below. However, for large a,
this exhibits real behaviour corresponding to oscillations and classical allowability. The oscillatory motion corresponds to
W0 real (a > 1/H = 1/
√
|Λ|). Additionally, the integral is doable,
W0 = −c
2M2Pl
~2
{H2a2 − 1} 32
3H2
+ const . (103)
Also,
−cM
2
Pl
~
a
∂a
dT em
= −cM
2
Pl
~
aa˙
N
= Pa =W0,a = −c
2M2Pl
~
a
√
H2a2 − 1a . (104)
So,
T em0 − T em0 (0) =
1
c
∫ a
da′/
√
H2a′2 − 1 = 1
cH
arcosh(Ha) , (105)
which is valid for Ha > 1, i.e. for the oscillatory domain. Or, inverting thereupon,
a =
1
H
cosh(Hc{T em0 − T em0 (0)}) . (106)
A self-consistency check possible at this level is that, using
∂a =
1
csinh(Hc{T em0 − T em0 (0)})
∂
∂T em0
, (107)
∂a
2 =
1
c2sinh2(Hc{T em − T em(0)})
∂2
∂T em0
2
− Hcosh(Hc{T
em − T em(0)})
csinh3(Hc{T em0 − T em0 (0)})
∂
∂T em0
, (108)
one can look at
ǫW =
∣∣∣∣∣ ~H2{2cosh2(Hc{T em0 − T em0 (0)})− 1}c2M2Plsinh3(Hc{T em0 − T em0 (0)})cosh2(Hc{T em0 − T em0 (0)})
∣∣∣∣∣ (109)
which is indeed small for sufficiently large times ∼ e−3HcTem0 . But it can be large for small times: using Taylor’s theorem
and regrouping,
1 >˜
l2PllΛ
l3em
(110)
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(for lem = c{Tem − Tem(0)}), which is the case for lem >˜ 10−15m if lΛ ≈ lHubble.
Subsequent form of the L-equation.
{1− Pζ}
{
−
{
2i+
16π~2
c2M2Pl
H
sinh3(Hc{T em0 − T em0 (0)})
}
~
∂|ζ〉
∂T em0
+
16π~3
c3M2Pl
H
sinh2(Hc{T em0 − T em0 (0))}cosh(Hc{T em0 − T em0 (0))}
× ∂
2|ζ〉
∂T em0
2
− H
3
~
2
cosh3(Hc{T em0 − T em0 (0))}
∂|ζ〉
∂φ2
− cosh
3(Hc{T em0 − T em0 (0))}
H3
V(φ)|ζ〉
}
= 0 , (111)
which is not at all of TDSE form unless certain further assumptions are made. The ratio of the two non-TDSE time derivative
terms to the TDSE time derivative term goes like
~
2H2
M2Plc
3
1
T 2em
/
~
Tem
∼ l
2
PllΛ
l3em
, (112)
which, as above, becomes significant if lem <˜ 10
−15m for lΛ ≈ lHubble. Thus this may be an issue as regards the early
universe, and moreover quite a long way away from the Planck scale. The observable part of the universe just being a small
fraction (e.g. in inflationary setting) makes this figure larger rather than smaller (though a deSitter-like regime may cease
to be a good model for patches vastly in excess of the observable part of the universe) As regards improving the accuracy of
estimation within the above model, within the WKB regime at least, more detailed estimation of where the TDSE picture
breaks down would require knowing the |ζ〉 (as its first and second T em derivatives might differ considerably in size). A
side-issue is whether the above example is typical in having a significant of this order of magnitude.
Note that the T em dependence in this quantum cosmological example is far more pervasive than in the previous paper’s
linearly coupled HO example – all of its terms contain such a dependence. Thus the simple treatment of the potential
perturbation was suggested in the previous paper has no obvious counterpart here. On the other hand, the previous Paper’s
suggestion of considering the TDSE-altering terms as ‘kinetic’ perturbations may be extendible to the above minisuperspace
model.
Substitution back into the H-equation. This gives, expanding W = W0 +W1, using the W0 HJ equation to cancel off some
terms and considering W1,aa to be negligible:
{W1,a}2 + 2κ(a)W1,a +κ2(a) = 0 , (113)
for
κ(a) =
16π~2
c
{
a
√
H2a2 − 1 + i~〈ζ|∂a|ζ〉
}
, (114)
κ
2(a) = a4〈ζ|V|ζ〉 − ~
2
a2
〈ζ|∂φ2|ζ〉 − 16π~
2
c
i
{
2a
√
H2a2 − 1〈ζ|∂a|ζ〉+ 2H
2a2 − 1√
H2a2 − 1
}
− 16π~
3
cM2Pl
〈ζ|∂a2|ζ〉 . (115)
Then
W1 =
∫ {
−κ(a) +
√
κ2(a)−κ2(a)
}
da . (116)
Correspondingly,
T em1 − T em1 (0) =
1
c
∫ a da′
a
√
H2a2 − 1− κ(a) +
√
κ2(a)−κ2(a)
. (117)
Further progress would involve solving the T em-dependent perturbation of the TDSE. Then, one would have |ζ〉 as an
explicit function, and thus one could straightforwardly compute κ and κ.
9 Semiclassical versus internal time approaches in geometrodynamics
Misner time and York time. In tight analogy with the RPM situation with tscale = 12 logJ and the dilational t
Euler =
∑
i P
i ·Ri,
in GR, Misner scale time [63] TMisner = 12 logh can be disvantageous to use as a timefunction since it needn’t be monotonic
(e.g. in the onset of recollapse in a closed cosmology). Moreover, switching the coordinate and momentum status of the
conjugate quantities
√
h and Y ≡ 23
piαβhαβ√
h
by a canonical transformation has the advantage that the dilational object Y has
guaranteed monotonicity [53], at least in some sectors, by the constant mean curvature lapse-fixing equation. A modest but
sharp example of such a sector is the closed homogenous cosmologies with suitable matter:
Y˙ =
N
3h
{
πTαβπ
Tαβ +
π2
3
+ {Positive matter terms}
}
, (118)
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the right-hand side of which is N(> 0 for non-frozenness) times a positive function.10 In this case, it serves as a time
Y ≡ T internal(York).
York time in this Paper’s specific example. hαβ = aSαβ for Sαβ the unit 3-sphere metric, π
αβ = −a5/2a˙/NSαβ and √h =
a3/2, so
T internal(York) =
2
3
παβhαβ√
h
= −2a2 da
dT em
. (119)
Thus, the York–emergent time interrelation is
T internal(York) = − 2
H3
cosh2(H{T em − T em(0)})sinh2(H{T em − T em(0)}) . (120)
This is monotonic:
dT internal(York)
dT em
= cosh(H{T em − T em(0)}){2sinh2(H{T em − T em(0)}) + cosh2(H{T em − T em(0)})} > 0 . (121)
For small T em (relative to the timescale set by H , {c√Λ}−1),
T internal(York) ∼ − 2
H2
{T em − T em(0)} , (122)
so the two are the same up to choice of origin and scale (including direction). However, for large T em,
T internal(York) ∼ − 2
H3
exp(3HT em) (123)
so the two are not always aligned. Internal time–WKB time non-alignment is also commented on in [44] and [49].
York time reformulations of the Hamiltonian. Inverting PY ≡
√
h = a3/2 and the formula
T internal(York) = 2πaa : (124)
a = PY
2/3 , πa = T internal(York)/2PY
2/3 . (125)
Thus at the classical level, H becomes
H = −T
internal(York)2
4PY4/3PY2/3
+
π2φ
PY2
+ PY
2/3(1 + PY
4/3(Vφ −H2) = 0 (126)
so
PY
8 = {T internal(York)2 − πφ2 − PY3(Vφ −H2)}3 , (127)
which, as a ninth order polynomial equation, has the obvious general problem of not being analytically soluble in general.
That suffices to confirm that employing York time has no guarantee of producing an explicit TDSE. However, in the free
case with no cosmological constant,
PY = {T internal(York)2 − πφ2}3/8 , (128)
which gives upon quantizing,
i~
∂
∂TY
|Ψ〉 =
{
T internal(York)2 + ~2
∂2
∂φ2
}
|Ψ〉 . (129)
This however is a bizarre and complicated equation for such a system, raising questions of firstly how to handle it and secondly
whether it at all gives agreement with standard quantization methods (which are applicable to so simple an underlying
example).
10 Conclusion
Similarities and differences in formalism between the two papers. Quantum geoemetrodynamics is built around the prima
facie timeless Wheeler–DeWitt equation (WDE). I have presented a geometrically-based formulation of semiclassical ge-
ometrodynamics in quite some detail as regards the many potentially small quantities that arise in this scheme. This hinges
upon the universe being in a WKB regime, and upon the retention and subsequent rearrangement of a cross-term, as regards
the emergence of a semiclassical time. By these means, heavy (H) background physics provides a timestandard for local,
10The superscript T denotes tracefree part.
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light (L) physics subsystems to run with respect to. This procedure is widely said in the literature to replace the stationary
WDE with a time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation. The above formulation is found to share many relevant features with
Paper I’s for relational particle models (RPM’s). Many of these stem from the close analogy between each theory’s quadratic
constraint: the fixed-energy constraint of the RPM and the Hamiltonian constraint of GR (which is the classical precursor
of the WDE). My finding for RPM’s with 1 heavy degree of freedom, that if the manipulation which produces the ‘i~∂/∂T ’
term that turns the quadratic constraint from a stationary equation to a time-dependent one is applied throughout the unap-
proximated quadratic constraint then further time derivative terms emerge, carries over to geometrodynamics with one heavy
degree of freedom (the cosmologically-motivated scalefactor). Thus, although a time-dependent wave equation emerges, it is
not in general a time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation. I propose an iterative scheme for approaching this problem, in which
an approximate heavy equation provides an approximate emergent semiclassical WKB timestandard for the light physics,
which in turn contribute a correction to the heavy equation and hence to the timestandard and so on. I develop this further
for a particular minisuperspace quantum cosmology example. For this, the second time derivatives looks to occur in at
least some cosmologically relevant epochs, though it does come hand in hand with the WKB approximation’s second spatial
derivatives becoming non-negligible, which lies outside the present paper’s scope. Thus whether this QM-interpretationally
and partial differential equation-theoretically important feature does play a significant result is subject to a number of further
investigations.
The justification of the WKB ansatz in the first place remains a thorn in the whole of the above framework, as without
this assumption the rearrangement by which a timefunction emerges breaks down. There being present many other quantities
often tacitly or summarily argued to be small makes investigation of whether the WKB ansatz is applicable less directly
addressable by specific toy models than one might have expected (in answer to e.g. [51, 3, 2]). I.e., one can only settle it
case by case upon also making a large number of other assumptions, which reduce each case’s statement to holding on only
a small corner of the toy model’s configuration space.
It also means as regards question D3 posed in Sec I.1 that the semiclassical quantum gravity corrections in e.g. [47]
at best apply only to small corners of the quantum cosmological configuration space. Whether the cosmologically relevant
epochs of the universe do or do not lie in one of these regimes I mostly leave as an open question, albeit one for which my
plethora of different epsilons may well guide to an answer.
Differences between the two papers mainly stem from the momentum constraint of GR being differential while the zero
angular momentum (ZAM) constraint of RPM’s is algebraic. This produces different and more numerous correction terms at
each of the BO, WKB and ‘extraction of i~∂/∂T ’ levels in the working. It also resists phase-geometrization – at least there
is no simple way in which the momentum constraint, if treated in parallel with the Hamiltonian constraint, can be cast in a
Berry-like differential-geometric language (while there was no trouble in doing this for the ZAM constraint).
Relations between various concepts of time. The alignment between the Leibniz–Mach–Barbour (LMB) and WKB times
found for the RPM also holds for their GR counterparts. There is a deep structural level at which cosmic time enjoys an
analogous status to Newtonian time. Both are preferred foliations and both are aligned with their respective theoretical
framework’s version of emergent (semi)classical LMB–WKB time. The alignment of cosmic and LMB–WKB time merits the
further comment that in cases in which homogeneity and (semi)classicality both apply, either will do to pick out a unique,
privileged timefunction. I.e., in this highly-symmetric case, the semiclassical and high-symmetry resolutions of the problem
of time serve equally well.
In contrast to all these alignments, the hidden dilational times (Euler time for the RPM and York time for GR) stand
somewhat apart. Both have been shown to be capable on some (but not all) occasions of being aligned with their respective
theoretical frameworks’ notions of time (in this Paper’s toy model, that is the case up to time origin and time scale choice
for T em << 1/cΛ). Both are only monotonic in certain sectors of their respective theories, while e.g. there are other sectors
in which they are frozen and thus unavailable as a time notion [for York time, that corresponds to regions of spacetime
that only possess zero mean curvature (maximal) slicings rather than more general constant mean curvature ones]. Thus
emergent (semi)classical WKB–LMB time looks to be a more widely applicable notion. Also, while ‘everything in the universe’
contributes to the emergent (semi)classical WKB–LMB timestandard, hidden dilational York and Euler timefunctions are
not so attuned to the contents of the Universe, as potential terms do not directly contribute to these.
Further work. A long-term goal is to study inhomogeneous perturbations about homogeneous spacetimes (building upon e.g.
[32]). This is relevant as regards microwave background fluctuation and galaxy formation predictions via the inflationary
mechanism. Given the new observational status of this subject, we should not be content with highly simplified calculations
even if they are self-consistent, but rather build up our confidence of predictions within a more complete theoretical framework
such as this Paper’s. There is additionally going to be a level (or levels) of accuracy at which homogeneous cosmology’s
notion of a privileged time will conflict with quantum geometrodynamics’ Problem of Time. This will occur somewhere
within the study of small inhomogeneities, due to e.g. ambiguities in averaging procedures in operationally determining what
the ‘homogeneous background’ is [64], and the inequivalence of quantization on different foliations for sufficiently general GR
models [2, 3, 12]. What are these levels of accuracy, and are they observationally attainable in the foreseeable future?
RPM and minisuperspace models are likely to be useful in disentangling various conceptual issues in the above program.
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Models such as those in Paper I and II are already likely to be sufficient to investigate whether relative geometric phase
effects are to noticeably contribute to quantum cosmology, while this Paper’s minisuperspace work permits as an extension
the investigation of operator ordering issues. More elaborate RPM and minisuperspace models such as d > 1 RPM’s and
anisotropic minisuperspaces will permit investigation of further features. E.g. d > 1 RPM’s would help in understanding
the complicatory role of linear constraints in quantum cosmology. Moreover, including anisotropy and inhomogeneity con-
tributions is likely to require the setting up of multiple (rather than just H–L) hierarchy models, and may well force us to
have (various levels of) L as well as H dependence in the kinetic matrix which as pointed out in Paper I, is a substantial
complicating factor. d > 1 RPM’s and anisotropic minisuperspaces are suitable for setting up such considerations. Were
ulteriorly exactly soluble models of this type found to be available, additional checks would be possible at various stages
within the abovedescribed program.
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